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THE

STATE OF READING IN THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

What words of advice do you have for teachers?
I would advise teachers to once again consider
themselves the professionals they are. Teachers are
college graduates who continue to take classes and
often pursue advanced degrees. But we must act like
professionals also. Many of my students think I'm old
school, but I admire teachers who respect themselves
and their students enough to dress professionally. We
need to respect our own professionalism before we can
expect to receive respect from parents and outside
observers.
Part of professionalism is continuing to learn and
grow in our profession. I would provide funds for
teachers who present at and attend conferences or
provide long-term in-district workshops instead of
spending school and district funds on the kinds of
"bomb drop" in-service sessions that take place when
budgets get tight. In the winter issue of the Michigan
Reading Journal, I wrote, "I was also sorely troubled
that people routinely challenge teachers' and librarians' judgment when they would not question their
doctor, lawyer, dentist, or even their veterinarian's

recommendations" (Pavonetti, 2005). In the past,
teachers were seen as the knowledgeable expert and
parents respected teachers' opinions because those
opinions were informed by years of education and
continued study.

Conclusion
I hope something in the following opinion papers
sparks your thoughts or triggers a discussion in
your faculty lunchroom tomorrow. If so, it is time for
you to assume a leadership role in our state. Write
an article. Submit a proposal for next year's MRA
conference to share your good teaching with other
Michigan teachers. Be part of the solution and show
the world that the state of Michigan's reading is in
good hands.
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Forty Years of Literacy InstructionProgress, Politics and Pedagogy
BY W. DORSEY HAMMOND
SALISBURY UNIVERSITY

A

few weeks ago, I informed my dean at Salisbury University in Maryland that
the fall 2005 semester will probably be my final semester as a fulltime faculty
member. I plan to teach part time and stay involved in the literacy profession,
but frankly I have other ventures I would like to pursue.

Just a day or two after that conversation with my
dean, I received a request to submit a Michigan
Reading Journal article for a special themed issue on

significant changes in literacy
instruction, the current state of
the profession, and areas need-
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University of Delaware and taught at Oakland University for
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University in Salisbury, MD, and continues to maintain ties with
the Oakland University faculty and Michigan Reading Association.
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ing attention in the coming years. The convergence
of these two events convinced me that it might be an
appropriate time to reflect on where we have been,
·where we are, and what we need to think about.

The History

1
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There are several interesting parallels between the
literacy conversations of 1965 and 2005. For example,
in 1965 the profession was deeply involved in investigating the best methods of teaching first-grade
children to read. Known as the First Grade Studies,
these 27 coordinated research efforts were making a
serious attempt to scientifically investigate reading
methodologies using treatment groups, controlling
multiple variables, and applying sophisticated statistical analyses. Instructional programs such as basal
readers, the language experience approach, linguistic
readers, programmed readers, and a new augmented
alphabet program known as LT.A. were being compared and analyzed.
Today, the profession has a similar focus with its
attention to No Child Left Behind, the Reading First
initiative, and debates about the best way to teach
young children to read. Just as in 1965, less attention
is being paid to reading issues beyond grade 3 or 4,
middle school and high school reading instruction and
critical aspects of literacy such as comprehension and
reading across the curriculum.
As the First Grade Studies were being completed,
Chall published her widely acclaimed book, Learning To Read: The Great Debate (1967) in which
she reported on her meta-analysis of the many
approaches to beginning reading. She categorized
reading programs as either "code emphasis" " or
"meaning emphasis" approaches and concluded that
code emphasis approaches tended to produce better
readers. The book was controversial and many reading authorities rightfully questioned her "either-or"
framework, and thus many of her conclusions.
Today we have the recent meta-analysis of research
conducted by the National Reading Panel, which also
is coming under considerable criticism and generating
heated debate (see, for example, the February 2005
Phi Delta Kappan special section on this topic). As
that famous contemporary philosopher Yogi Berra
has so eloquently stated "It seems like deja vu all over
again."
Interestingly by 1975, the debate about "code
emphasis" vs. "meaning emphasis" had cooled and the
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supposedly promising new approaches such as linguistic readers, programmed reading, and LT.A. had been
relegated to the dusty shelves of school storage rooms.
All was not lost however, for emerging out of the
tensions and debates of the 1960s were at least three
very important literacy trends. The first was an
increasing realization of the importance of the writing
process, particularly in the early stages of literacy
development. Invented or temporary spelling became
an acceptable practice, at least by the more progressive literacy community. Invented spelling allowed
young children to write and construct stories, poems,
and other texts. Young Authors Conferences, the first
one of note held at Oakland University in 1970, began
to spring up all over the country.
A second trend was in materials and the writings
of Bill Martin Jr. and colleagues with books such as
Brown Bear Brown Bear (1967) and Fire! Fire! Said
Mrs. McGuire (1970), as well as Eric Carle's The Very
Hungry Caterpillar (1969). Although not always the
quality of these three innovative texts, thousands of
predictable books were to follow in the ensuing years.
These engaging predictable and patterned books
continue to allow children access to reading at the
early stages of emergent literacy.
A third trend was in the area of assessment with
the work of Ken Goodman and his colleagues (see,
for example, Goodman, 1969). They investigated the
process of reading and began a scholarly conversation
using the term miscues, rather than reading errors.
They also increased our awareness of the multiple
cueing systems used in the act of reading.
By the mid 1980s the Center for the Study of
Reading was instituted at the University of
Illinois under the very able guidance of Richard
Anderson. Soon articles on schema theory and
metacognition began to appear in the literature,
and .comprehension became the primary focus
of the professional reading community. It was
this important work that formed the basis for
the Michigan Definition of Reading (Michigan
Reading Association, 1985) arguably the best
definition of reading written to date. In part, it
reads, "Reading is the process of constructing
meaning through the dynamic interaction between
the reader's existing knowledge, the information
suggested by the written language and the context
of the reading situation" (Michigan Reading
Association, 1985). This definition embodied the
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very best of what was known about construction
theory, schema, and cognitive processing.
One would be remiss by not mentioning the growth
during the 1980s of the Whole Language movementa much misunderstood concept. It was perhaps too
enthusiastically endorsed by some of its supporters
and too maligned by its detractors. Again the profession fell into the unfortunate "either-or" paradigm
of Whole Language vs. Phonics, reminding us of the
Chall (1967) "either or" paradigm of an earlier era.
By the 1990s, with the publication of Marilyn Jaeger
Adams' Beginning to Read: Thinking and Learning
About Print (1990), the pendulum began to swing
back. The focus was now on early reading, phonological awareness, and phonics. The earlier focus on
comprehension and metacognition began to wane.
With the advent of NCLB and the Reading First
initiatives in the early years of the 21 st century, the
primary focus continues to be on the phonics and
decoding aspects of reading. Moreover the conversations today are centered on so-called "Scientifically
Based Reading Research" (SBRR), as though reading
research and applying science to the field of literacy is
a new phenomenon
It is not possible to address the recent history of
literacy in a few pages. Much has been left out and
much has been oversimplified, but two things remain
clear. The history of literacy instruction over the last
four decades is a story of ebb and flows and pendulum
swings. Furthermore, it would seem that we have not
always learned from our history.

The Politics
One would be remiss for not mentioning the growing influence of politics into the literacy profession
specifically and the education profession generally.
There is considerable political influence both within
and outside the profession. Two brief examples will
illustrate this increasing incursion.
Recently our university president and provost were
approached by state legislators and asked to document the amount of Scientifically Based Reading
Research (SBRR) reading professors are teaching in
their teacher training courses. SBRR is often code for
how much synthetic phonics is being taught to prospective teachers. Nevertheless we complied by supplying a lesson-by-lesson documentation of SBRR for
the 20 separate sections of reading and language arts
offered each semester at Salisbury University. Per-
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haps it was an innocent inquiry, but when lawmakers
begin to suggest course content above and beyond the
professional standards of our professional literacy
organizations, there is cause to be vigilant. Already,
reading courses in Maryland must meet Maryland
State Department of Education specific guidelines as
to content and performance outcomes.
A second example is the recent awarding of Reading First grants to states and ultimately to local
schools with high-risk student populations. These
grants were awarded with considerable restraints
as to teaching methodology and materials. In
January of 2004, meeting with the Maryland state
superintendent of schools, I was informed that
"Maryland simply could not afford to turn down
sixty six million dollars." I was sympathetic to
that notion in January 2004. I am no longer sympathetic. In recent months I have seen the frustration of outstanding teachers and students in
Reading First schools. In addition, when one does
the math the Reading First grants of $66 million
represent less than 1 per cent of the Maryland
expenditure on public education. One should ask,
"How many federal mandates of curriculum and
teaching methodology at the local school level are
we willing to accept for a mere 1 percent of our
education budget?"
Admittedly, to some citizens and educators these
issues are of little concern. Others view this growing
trend with concern, if not alarm. Politics has always
been a part of education, and in some cases, excusably
so. However, at some point the legitimate knowledge
of literacy practitioners and researchers should trump
the politics of education.

The Pedagogy
When we examine the issues of pedagogy there are
a host of issues to be raised. Pedagogy is very much
influenced by how we view the process of reading.
I am suggesting that our views of the process and
pedagogy of literacy must change in at least four
major ways ifwe are to improve the quality of literacy
instruction and learning.

First, we must embrace the idea that the many
facets of literacy are complementary and interactive, not linear.
The National Reading Panel (2000) lists the components of learning to read as phonological awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
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Implied in this list is a sense of sequence. This is
unfortunate because in the real world of literacy
learning, one literacy behavior tends to complement
another. For example, it is true that fluency facilitates and enables comprehension, but it is also true
that reading for meaning facilitates fluency. Word
recognition ability enables comprehension, but in
turn reading for meaning facilitates word processing,
and so on. Recognizing the recursive nature of the
various components of reading will allow us to design
programs that are balanced and comprehensive from
the earliest stages of literacy learning.

Second we need to build an instructional model
for literacy that is redundant and multilayered.
The "either-or" model tends to embrace a narrow
literacy curriculum as contrasted with a redundant
comprehensive curriculum. For example, we don't
always know what makes a child a fluent reader,
but if we
1.

engage students in choral and echo reading,

2.

allow students to read predictable books,

3. teach students to move from known to
unknown words, and
4.

encourage students to read and reread their
own writing,

we are addressing the skill of fluency in at least four
contributing ways. If we
conduct quality guided reading lessons,
2. employ effective predicting strategies for
reading informational texts,
1.

3. encourage students to construct their own text
by writing about what they know,
4.

constantly remind students to make sense
when they read, and

5. encourage students to reread portions of text
for clarification
we are approaching comprehension through multiple
instructional techniques. In simple terms it is this
concept of redundant or backup instructional systems
that will increase the possibility of literacy growth for
all students.

Third, we need to take the long view of literacy
development.
Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson (1985)
described skilled readers as lifelong. Ironically, just
as with the First Grade Studies in 1965, the legislative-mandated focus for research in 2005 is primarily
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on early reading. This is not to suggest that beginning
reading is not important but it is only one aspect of
literacy development. We also need to focus to the
intermediate grades, middle schools and beyond.
This is where major reading challenges reside. In
their recent research, Valencia and Buly (2004)
describe large percentages of students in fourth grade
for whom the major literacy problems are issues of
comprehension or fluency with far fewer problems
with word recognition and decoding. The Valencia and
Buly study (2004) is an important contribution to our
field and should be required reading for all serious
literacy professionals.
Fourth, we should stop looking for that major new technique or strategy that will solve our literacy problems.
Rather what we need to do is to become more skilled
at utilizing known strategies, currently available but
sometimes ineffectively managed. We need to be wary
of becoming too routinized in our teaching. Popular
strategies such as reciprocal teaching, guided reading,
and even K.WL--what I know; what I want to know;
what I learned (Cramer, 2004, p. 303)-can become
too habitual to be effective. What often separates
teachers of excellence from their colleagues, is the
quality of what they do more than the fact that they
use new or unique methods.
These four concepts-the concept of interactiveness or
connectedness among the complex facets of literacy, the
concept of redundant instructional systems, the concept
of envisioning literacy as a life-long process, and the
concept of excellence in teaching known strategies
better-should serve us well in the coming years.
In summary, progress in literacy instruction is a
history of ebb and flows and pendulum swings. Currently, we are living in an era of increasing political
influence on the profession. However, with basic
understandings about the process and pedagogy of
literacy, coupled with a passion for becoming better at
our individual crafts, the coming years hold considerable promise.
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Teacher Decision-Making or Labeling?
No Contest
BY MARY

K.

LOSE

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY

A

common reaction in literacy education when faced with a struggling reader is
to attempt to assign a label to the child. For example, a label is often assigned
following school or clinical assessments: learning disabled/LD, dyslexic, developmentally delayed, attention-deficit disorder, or mentally challenged. This
tendency to label a child functions within a framework that advocates a pre-planned,
prescriptive program of treatment following the identification of the "correct" label for
the child: after applying the "appropriate" treatment for the "correct" label, the goal
is that the child will attain improved learning outcomes. However, this labeling-treatment approach has clearly
been shown to have problems. In the context ofliteracy education, such labeling encourages quick-fix solutions
that perpetuate stereotypes and create new problems often at the expense of the child. In addition, such labeling primarily promotes a "deficit model" approach rather than understanding the whole child and does little
to encourage finding and using the child's strengths as a starting point to serving the child and to responding
flexibly to the child's developing competencies.
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